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[F1ANNEX

LAWS, REGULATIONS AND OTHER LEGISLATIVE INSTRUMENTS

Textual Amendments
F1 Substituted by Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2018/1100 of 6 June 2018 amending the Annex

to Council Regulation (EC) No 2271/96 protecting against the effects of extra-territorial application of
legislation adopted by a third country, and actions based thereon or resulting therefrom.

COUNTRY: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ACTS

1. ‘ National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993 ’ , Title XVII ‘ Cuban
Democracy Act 1992 ’ , sections 1704 and 1706

Required compliance:

The requirements are consolidated in Title I of the ‘Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity
Act of 1996’, see below.

Possible damages to [F2United Kingdom interests]:

Textual Amendments
F2 Words in Annex substituted (1.1.2021) by The Protecting against the Effects of the Extraterritorial

Application of Third Country Legislation (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2020 (S.I. 2020/1660),
regs. 1, 3(15)(a)

The liabilities incurred are now incorporated within the ‘Cuban Liberty and Democratic
Solidarity Act of 1996’, see below.

2. ‘ Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity Act of 1996 ’

Title I Required compliance:

To comply with the economic and financial embargo concerning Cuba by the USA, by, inter
alia, not exporting to the USA any goods or services of Cuban origin or containing materials or
goods originating in Cuba either directly or through third countries, dealing in merchandise that
is or has been located in or transported from or through Cuba, re-exporting to the USA sugar
originating in Cuba without notification by the competent national authority of the exporter or
importing into the USA sugar products without assurance that those products are not products
of Cuba, freezing Cuban assets, and financial dealings with Cuba.

Possible damages to [F2United Kingdom interests]:

Prohibition to load or unload freight from a vessel in any place in the USA or to enter a USA
port; refusal to import any goods or services originating in Cuba and to import into Cuba goods
or services originating in the USA, blocking of financial dealings involving Cuba.

Title III
and Title
IV:

Required compliance:
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To terminate ‘trafficking’ in property, formerly owned by US persons (including Cubans who
have obtained US citizenship) and expropriated by the Cuban regime. (Trafficking includes:
use, sale, transfer, control, management and other activities to the benefit of a person).

Possible damages to [F2United Kingdom interests]:

Legal proceedings in the USA, based upon liability already accruing, against [F3United Kingdom
nationals or companies] involved in trafficking, leading to judgments/decisions to pay (multiple)
compensation to the USA party. Refusal of entry into the USA for persons involved in
trafficking, including the spouses, minor children and agents thereof.

Textual Amendments
F3 Words in Annex substituted (1.1.2021) by The Protecting against the Effects of the Extraterritorial

Application of Third Country Legislation (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2020 (S.I. 2020/1660),
regs. 1, 3(15)(b)

3. ‘ Iran Sanctions Act of 1996 ’

Required compliance:
Not to knowingly:

(i) invest in Iran at least USD 20 million during a period of 12 months that
directly and significantly contributes to the enhancement of the Iranian
ability to develop their petroleum resources;

(ii) provide to Iran goods, services or other types of support any of which is
worth USD 1 million or more, or of aggregate value of USD 5 million
or more over a period of 12 months, that could directly and significantly
facilitate the maintenance or expansion of Iran's domestic production of
refined petroleum products or its ability to develop petroleum resources
located in Iran;

(iii) provide to Iran goods, services or other types of support any of which is
worth USD 250 000 or more, or of aggregate value of USD 1 million or more
over a period of 12 months, that could directly and significantly contribute to
the maintenance or expansion of Iran's domestic production of petrochemical
products;

(iv) provide to Iran (a) refined petroleum products or (b) goods, services or other
types of support which could directly and significantly contribute to the
enhancement of Iran's ability to import refined petroleum products, any of
which is worth USD 1 million or more, or of aggregate value of USD 5
million or more over a period of 12 months;

(v) participate in a joint venture for the development of petroleum resources
outside of Iran established on or after 1 January 2002 and in which Iran or
its Government has particular interests;

(vi) be involved in the transport of crude oil from Iran or conceal the Iranian
origin of cargo consisting in crude oil and refined petroleum products;

Possible damages to [F2United Kingdom interests]:

Measures to limit imports into USA or procurement to USA, prohibition of designation
as primary dealer or as repository of US Government funds, denial of access to
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loans from US financial institutions or transfers through such institutions, prohibition
of transactions in foreign exchange subject to the jurisdiction of the USA, export
restrictions by USA, prohibition of property transactions subject to the jurisdiction of
the USA, or refusal of assistance by EXIM-Bank, landing and port-calling restrictions
for vessels.

4. ‘ Iran Freedom and Counter-Proliferation Act of 2012 ’

Required compliance:
Not to knowingly:

(i) provide significant support, including by facilitating significant financial
transactions, or goods or services, to or on behalf of certain persons operating
in the ports, energy, shipping, or shipbuilding sectors in Iran, or any Iranian
person included in the list of specially designated nationals and blocked
persons;

(ii) trade with Iran in significant goods and services used in connection with the
energy, shipping or shipbuilding sectors of Iran;

(iii) purchase petroleum and petroleum products from Iran and conduct financial
transactions related with them, in specific circumstances;

(iv) conduct or facilitate transactions for the trade in natural gas to or from Iran
(applies to foreign financial institutions);

(v) trade with Iran in precious metals, graphite, raw or semi-finished metals, or
software that may be used in specific sectors or involve certain persons; nor
facilitate a significant financial transaction in connection with such trade;

(vi) provide underwriting services, insurance and reinsurance related to specific
activities, including but not limited to those under points (i) and (ii) above,
or to specific categories of persons;

Certain exceptions apply depending on the nature of the trade or transaction and the
level of due diligence applied.
Possible damages to [F2United Kingdom interests]:

Measures to limit imports into USA or procurement to USA, prohibition of designation
as primary dealer or as repository of US Government funds, denial of access to
loans from US financial institutions or transfers through such institutions, prohibition
of transactions in foreign exchange subject to the jurisdiction of the USA, export
restrictions by USA, prohibition of property transactions subject to the jurisdiction of
the USA, or refusal of assistance by EXIM-Bank, prohibitions and limitations to the
opening and maintenance of correspondent accounts in the USA.

5. ‘ National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2012 ’

Required compliance:
Not to knowingly conduct or facilitate any significant financial transaction with the
Central Bank of Iran or another designated Iranian financial institution (applies to
foreign financial institutions).
Exceptions for food and medicine-related transactions and for petroleum-related
transactions under specific circumstances.

Possible damages to [F2United Kingdom interests]:
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Civil and criminal penalties; prohibitions and limitations to the opening and maintenance of
correspondent accounts in the USA.

6. ‘ Iran Threat Reduction and Syria Human Rights Act of 2012 ’

Required compliance:
Not to knowingly:

(i) provide underwriting services, insurance or reinsurance to certain Iranian
persons;

(ii) facilitate the issuance of Iranian sovereign debt, or of debt of entities
controlled by the latter;

(iii) engage in any transaction directly or indirectly with the Government of
Iran or any person subject to the jurisdiction of the Government of Iran
prohibited by US law (applies to foreign subsidiaries owned or controlled
by US persons);

(iv) provide specialized financial messaging services to, or enable or facilitate
direct or indirect access to such messaging services for the Central Bank
of Iran or a financial institution whose interests in property are blocked in
connection to Iran's proliferation activities.

With regard to (i), there are exceptions for humanitarian assistance, food and medical
products supply, and depending on the level of due diligence applied.
Possible damages to [F2United Kingdom interests]:

Measures to limit imports into USA or procurement to USA, prohibition of designation
as primary dealer or as repository of US Government funds, denial of access to
loans from US financial institutions or transfers through such institutions, prohibition
of transactions in foreign exchange subject to the jurisdiction of the USA, export
restrictions by USA, prohibition of property transactions subject to the jurisdiction of
the USA, or refusal of assistance by EXIM-Bank, prohibitions and limitations to the
opening and maintenance of correspondent accounts in the USA]
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